
 
NEWS RELEASE — PDH ANNOUNCES NEW IMAGING PROTOCOL 

VANCOUVER, BC, November 28, 2012 — PDH is pleased to announce that under the 
direction of our Medical Director, Dr. Raj Attariwala, we have successfully implemented 
an enhanced CT imaging protocol for adult patients. Combined with a PET scan, this 
protocol substantially enhances the clarity of our images, making for more accurate and 
complete clinical assessments. 

“We at Premier Diagnostics strive every day to better address the needs of all our 
patients and their physicians, be they in Vancouver or Beijing,” said Geoff Waters, COO 
of PDH. “These enhancements and new applications will be introduced as part of a 
continuing education program at our Vancouver PET/CT presentation centre ensuring 
our ability to provide the utmost in patient assessment at all of our Premier clinics.” 

Please visit the company’s website www.premierdiagnostics.ca and Facebook page at 
www.facebook.com/petctscan, or you can contact us at 604-678-9115 for more information. 

The Canadian National Stock Exchange has neither approved nor disapproved the contents of this press release. Except 
for historical information contained herein, this news release contains forward-looking statements that involve risks 
and uncertainties. Actual results may differ materially. More detailed information about potential factors that could 
affect financial results is included in the documents filed from time to time with the Canadian securities regulatory 
authorities by Premier. (Not for dissemination in the United States of America).  

About Premier Diagnostic Health Services Inc. ("PDH") 
Premier designs, builds, finances, and manages diagnostic clinics, such as PET-CT and MRI facilities in 
Canada and abroad.  From our “Concept Centre” in Burnaby BC Canada, we offer partnerships in Joint 
Ventures to hospitals seeking enhancement of their existing diagnostic facilities and client services.  We 
model our activities on our PDH designed joint venture MRI clinic at the No. 3 Military Police Hospital in 
Beijing, PRC and our PET/CT cancer imaging clinic in our Burnaby head office.   
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